**UA43 Dry-Run RAT Réunion Avancement Travaux**

HARDWARE COMMISSIONING COORDINATION

2 October 2006 9:00 – CCC

Present: Alejandro Castañeda, François Chevrier, Knud Dahlerup-Petersen, Robert Harrison, Adriaan Rijllart, Roberto Saban, Antonio Vergara

**Progress of the UA43 Dry-Run**

- Antonio informs that the AUG and UPS failure tests will not be possible during this week since TS/EL and TS/IC groups cannot give the authorisation with such a short delay. Since we have to leave the area on Friday, these tests will be postponed to the next Dry-Run in Point 8 to be carried out from mid November.

- François is ready to test PLI1 and, if possible PNO, in a type B1 circuit today. If he has time he will also try to check some circuits in parallel. He does not need a QPS expert to be with him in the CCC. Knud says that they are available just in case François needs their help.

- Roberto reminds that the Dry-Run in Point 8 has to be a definitive test of our procedures and software since the pressure to carry out the first powering tests in sector 7-8 in February successfully is going to be quite high.

- Knud thinks that the name of the Dry-Runs should be changed since it is leading to some confusion in the installation and planning teams, who believe that dry implies no current in the short-circuits (when actually dry stands for no beam). A new name should be decided in the next SACEC meeting.

**Test Schedule**

**Week 40 (10.02 – 10.06)**

- Monday (10.02):
  - PLI1 and PNO (if possible) for B1 circuits
- Tuesday (10.03):
  - B2 circuit software tests
  - QPS_OK to PIC implementation and test
- Upgrade of the PIC-PVSS
  - Wednesday (10.04):
    - Validation of test procedures for B2 circuit
  - Thursday (10.05)
    - A circuit software tests
  - Friday (10.06)
    - Validation of test procedures for A circuit
    - End of tests: removal of safety panels

◆ ◆ ◆

Next Dry-Run RAT in CCC: Tuesday 3rd at 9:00

Antonio Vergara